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Teaches RPG IV to AS/400 users and RPG programers, focusing on RPG IV in a practical
context and the differences between this version and earlier versions of the language.
Overviews RPG IV specifications, examines new features, and presents practical applications,
with chapters on database programming, various types of operation codes, arrays and tables,
string-handling, and printing. Includes appendices of RPG IV compile listings and error-handling
data structures. Annotation c. by Book News, Inc., Portland, Or.
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SAMPLES,CHAPTER 1THE WORLD OF JAVASince the very first edition of this book in July
1998, the world of Java has continued to gain significant ground. By now, everyone is aware of
the industry's commitment to Java, of IBM's commitment to Java, and especially of the System
i's commitment to Java. Way back in 1998, the options for System i Java programmers were
exactly two: write Java applications that run on the System i or on a client connected to an
System i, or write Java applets that run in a Web browser connected to an System i. Now, in
addition to the expanded capabilities of both of these options, there are servlets, JavaServer
Pages, JavaServer Faces, and Enterprise JavaBeans (EJBs). Java is now also a full-fledged
option for writing Domino applications. Further, XML, with its Java affinity, has emerged as the
new standard for business-to-business communication and is a favorite way to persist
information needed by tools. A rapidly emerging new standard for reusable components, known
as Web Services, also have tight affinity with Java.Most vendors writing tools have switched to
Java. Most package vendors have adopted Java or have a plan to phase it in. Java presentations
at professional and technical conferences continue to fill rooms. Look at the agenda for the



North American COMMON conference (www.common.org), and you'll see that Java and Java-
related technologies permeate it.So, while Java is still maturing and expanding rapidly, it is now
an entrenched part of the System i application development scene. At the same time, IBM has
proven it is not backing away from RPG or COBOL, and has continued to deliver significant new
functionality in each release of both. Further, IBM's application development package,
WebSphere Development Studio Client for iSeries (WDSC), offers modern tooling for everything
from RPG to Java to Web user interfaces. That tooling includes WebFacing, an exciting option
for quickly and cost-effectively converting 5250 applications into Web-enabled applications.
WebFacing converts display-file DDS source into JavaServer Page source and JavaBeans
(simple beans, not EJBs). The WebFacing runtime intercepts the display file input/output
operations from an application and diverts them to the WebFacing runtime servlet, offering a
Web refacing with no application code change. This awesome capability is possible due to the
power of Java.WDSC is an Integrated Development Environment (IDE) that includes tools for
Web user interfaces authored in HTML and JavaScript, JavaServer Pages, and JavaServer
Faces, and includes Java tools for applications, applets, servlets, and beans. Also included are
tools for RPG, COBOL, C, C++, CL, and DDS development. Indeed, the tools can target i5/OS
(aka OS/400), Linux and AIX partitions. A
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Patricia Halprin, “Happy customer. Very good book for AS400, fast shipping, Happy customer”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 5.0. 2 people have provided feedback.
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